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Our earth is blessed by our Creator, just as the Bible stated; In the Beginning, 
God created the Heaven and Earth. Earth is the planet where we live right now and 
our earth is rich with natural resources, rich in nature such as trees, animals, insects 
and even us human. Being a good habitat of our planet, we should learn how to 
treasure what our creator gave us. We should learn how to take good care of our 
environment by simply cooperating with one another. Even if we are not on the club 
of environmentalists, as a simple citizen we can help them on protecting our 
environment by ways of disciplining our self first, we should learn how to throw our 
trash in the right place, learn how to recycle the Biodegrade and Centigrade. Planting 
trees to avoid much flood when rainy season comes, avoid much using chemicals that 
can affect our air, such as when using transportation. If you can walk or use Bicycle, 
used it instead of the transportation needing gasoline. 
 
       Illegal loggers must be prohibited by our government or we must educate on 
the pros and cons of their work. If they can’t avoid cutting trees to make it into logs. 
Advice that to plant trees after cutting those old tees to have its replacement. At home, 
we can help by recycle those non-biodegradable things such as plastics and metals. 
Just like a designer here in our country namely Rajo Laurel or the Rugs and Riches 
signature. Those are from scraps of clothes that turned to mats, bags and wallets used 
today in fashion industry. 
 
       Even in simple means and ways, we can help our society and also ourselves 
because saving our environment means saving our earth and saving ourselves from 
different calamities\nature disaster that no matter how prepared we are, still we can’t 
handle it. Because like the saying goes nature knows best and it can also be the worst 
because of people. 


